1994 bmw 850

Under the bonnet is the 5. The odometer indicates 75, miles. The suspension was upgraded with
stiffer springs and dampers, a lower ride height, and with more responsive steering. The CSi
specification also featured more powerful ventilated disc brakes, an engine oil cooler and rear
differential oil cooler, reprofiled front and rear bumpers, and reshaped door mirrors. At the rear,
there was a new exhaust tailpipe arrangement, and inside there were sport seats and a two-tone
leather interior. First registered in December , its most recent private owner acquired the car
five years ago. While there are 10 previous keepers on the V5C, the vendor states that the
previous five recorded changes were all while it was owned by the same person. It is now
offered for sale by the trade. Its bodywork presents in very good order, with flush shut lines and
no evidence of any prior damage. The vendor does not know if there has ever been remedial
paintwork or resprays to any panels in the past, but it is in generally excellent condition today,
with only very few minor blemishes in the finish. Its pop-up headlight pods work as they should,
and the car retains all of the correct body features, including the shallow rear wing and
aerodynamic bumpers. The car rides on inch split-rim alloy wheels, which have only a few small
cosmetic imperfections, and all retain their BMW centre caps. Inside, the two-tone leather
upholstery is original, and is in superb condition for its age. The headlining has started to lift in
places, but there is no heavy sagging. Its dashboard and door panel trims are in very good
order, and there is some wear and minor discolouration to the steering wheel rim and the gear
knob, commensurate with the mileage. Factory-fitted equipment includes electrically adjustable
front seats with memory settings for the driver, dual-zone climate control, a sunroof, and a
six-disc CD changer. One of the flip-out cup holders is missing from inside the glove box, but
otherwise the cabin is complete. There are no known electrical faults, and no warning lights on
the instrument display. The last routine maintenance was carried out in October at 75, miles,
when technicians at ASM Automotive in Redditch changed the engine oil and filter. Recent
services were also carried out in August at 75, miles, and in May at 74, miles, and a full
summary is included below. The most recent MOT test was on 7 January at 75, miles, when it
achieved a first-time pass with no advisories or defects noted. The wheels are fitted with
matching Falken tyres on all four corners, which are reported to have around 5mm of tread on
the front axle and 3mm at the rear. Accompanying the car is the black leather document wallet,
plus the original set of books, including the stamped maintenance record. The original tool kit
remains stored in the flap under the boot lid, and there is even the original white torch in the
glove box. A full-size spare wheel is stored under the boot floor. This BMW CSi is a powerful
and refined grand tourer, benefiting from a timeless colour scheme and a solid service history
record. Not to be confused with the i or Ci, the CSi is a remarkably rare modern classic with a
unique sporting specification. It would make a striking addition to any collection of performance
cars or BMWs, and is a superb companion for both weekend outings and cross-continent road
trips. The description of this auction lot is, to the best of the seller's knowledge, accurate and
not misleading. Collecting Cars requests a range of detail about the lot from the seller, and
performs a level of due diligence. However, bidders must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy
of the description, and conduct any research they feel is necessary before committing to a bid.
Please see our Terms and Conditions for full details. This vehicle shows no insurance database
markers for damage or theft, and has no finance owing. Show All. Bid pending Bid accepted
Bidding denied. Bid failed. Bid too small - higher bid received. Bid too late - auction ended. You
were outbid. You are the highest bidder. We were unable to pre-authorise your card. How it
works Sold Views 4, Sign up for our daily briefing. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. The dealer was friendly and forthright about the car. I had a
great experience. Kevin and the team were very considerate, helpful, and informative. Steve S.
The car was sold. The dealer was very nice in how they informed me of the car no longer being
available. Was a great experience the salesman actually took a video n some pictures n texted it
to me.. Excellent response time. Very good introduction to another source from which to
purchase my classic car. The Dealer was very responsive and provided the info on three
vehicles; however, they were all out of my price range; so, I did not visit the Dealer. Dealer was
great and informed me that the vehicle was sold but followed up with a secondary option similar
to what I was looking for. Would definitely give them a try. Super great to deal with. Actual
owner called and offered to buy back gt3 if it was not as described. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that

too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Private Seller: alfred. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Mario. Wilmington, NC Message Seller.
CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Both are great cars but liked the new aggressive style and
maintenance included. Great looking car that is very expensive and up to what the buyer is
looking for. Why Use CarGurus? Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific
vehicle selected. BMW launched its q-ship 8-Series coupe in with the bow of the i. Bearing the
internal designation of E31, the stylish 2-door coupe initially sported a V engine and was
designed as a state-of-the-art luxury grand touring car. Later iterations included the Ci powered
by a V-8 engine , the Ci, and ultimately the range-topping CSi. For a long while the BMW
8-Series suffered from years of deferred maintenance due to high repair expenses, and values
languished. Lately, however, the car has become appreciated for its refined driving
characteristics, its overbuilt nature, and a resurgence in interest in BMWs from the s and s. For
all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the
event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your
vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss
your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are
general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the 8 Series for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Two new models are introduced to the 8 Series: the Ci and the CSi.
The Ci has the same V8 found in the and The CSi gets an increased displacement V12 that
offers a whopping horsepower. The CSi comes standard with a sports suspension and a
six-speed manual transmission. Unfortunately, the introduction of the CSi takes away from the
sportiness of the Ci, which is now saddled with a four-speed automatic as the only transmission
choice. Read more. Write a review See all 3 reviews. I like the styling, the engineering, and the
build quality of the vehicle. The car is sure-footed and goes from 0 to 60 in 5. Insurance and
license fees have dropped to realistic levels; Parts availability is excellent. Since acquiring the
CSi, I'm pleased with its performance, value, and fun to drive factor. Read less. It's worth more
than Edmonds review. Only were brought to the US. This car has a higher resale value than the
Ci and Ci. I've owned 2 ci's. The CSi is what the should have been. It still looks great on the road
and I get asked all the time "is that the new one? This is my third E31 and I've already bought
another one. Pricing guides are way off as I wouldn't sell this one for almost double what it is
rated on here and KBB. Two thumbs up for this amazing car! Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the 8 Series. Sign Up. What with
firestorms, earthquakes, mud slides and, as I begin this report, torrential rains, flooding and
even a tornado, Southern California has hardly been a boring place of late. I know that the rest
of the country has suffered through an absolutely terrible winter as well. Not only did I arrive
just fine, thanks, but I had a super-neat driving experience as well, with one recurring thought:
This is what it must feel like to drive a Formula 1 car of the vintage. You may think I've been out
overly long in the weather Southern Californians reserve this word "weather" only for the
anomalies , but let me amplify. Like its i predecessorâ€”and a F1 carâ€”this car is dense with
electronically-controlled driver aids. Plus, in its CSi trimâ€”and like the F1 carâ€”this BMW
coupe exhibits gobs of performance in just about every dynamic area. Driven in decent
conditionsâ€”as for our track testing and photography, for instanceâ€”its acceleration, braking
and handling are superlative. Driven in horrid conditions, its powerplant, brakes and
suspension are equally superlativeâ€”but now you realize the important role played by the car's
electronic gadgetry. Think of this car as the firm's M8, in limited production of examples over
two years and, sorry, you're already too late for the first year's run. The arithmetically
advantaged will recognize that healthy pieces of change separate these cars, so it's not unkind
to ask what sets the CSi at the pinnacle. The most important, and costly, difference is the car's
V12 powerplant. Its displacement of cc is 12 percent larger than the Ci's, but its hp is 26 percent
greater, a compression ratio bumped to 9. Torque increases to lb-ft from a measly Apart from

cylinder count, the CSi's powerplant is a conservative one, a single overhead camshaft per bank
actuating a bare minimum of two valves per cylinder. In fact, several of our staff members
thought the powerplant performed too conservatively as well. There's plenty of power, mind, but
it's satiny-smooth. And, except for the wonderful Spitfire whine of the starter, the powerplant's
mechanical sounds are subtle, or to put it rather less kindly, they're without character. No one is
looking for a calico-ripping snarl here. Nor would anyone be offended by a little audible
reminder of the V12 once it's running. There's reminder aplenty once you depress that pedal on
the right. Sixty mph arrives as quickly as 5. And, owing to the car's Variable Throttle Linkage, it
comes up in a suitably complex manner: There's a console switch marked 'S' for Sport and 'K'
for Comfort. And, contrary to Mark Twain's view, I believe foreigners actually pronounce better
than they spell. Anyway, Sport invokes a more aggressive actuation of throttle hardware;
Comfort, a smoother, softer control. A gimmick? I'd certainly keep it on Komfort when weather
arrives, all the better to feather into that torque. Or, returning to my F1 fantasy, occasionally I
tried just planting my foot to the floor and letting the All Season Traction electronics do its stuff.
Don't try this at home, kids; remember, I'm a professional. It's fun in the wet, and I would guess
uncanny on ice or snow. Even with something as simple as full-grip acceleration in a straight
line, there's electronic wizardry at work. The CSi's redline is variously rpm in first and second
gear , for third , fourth , fifth and sixth ; this last one, by our own calculation as the car's top
speed is electronically limited to a Deutsche politischkorrekt mph. And isn't that the kind of PC
thinking you could buy into? There's good logic in these variable revs: An enthusiast is unlikely
to bounce off the limiter for long in the lower gears; but one might stay in fourth, say, through
some handling transition. What's more, like a lot of the CSi's electronics, the variable rev limiter
is transparent under all but the most extreme conditions. The suspension is M-modified as well,
its ride height reduced to the point that care must be taken to avoid damage to the air dam's
rubber protection strip. We managed to ruin one. It's a low car and it's a large one as well; some
would say too large for what's essentially a two-seater. Though there are belts back there, think
of the rear area as upholstered niches for extra things, not extra people. The front is certainly a
comfortable, secure place for driver and passenger. A multiplicity of colors and textures, and
gathered Nappa leather and yew hardwood, give the CSi's interior rather more warmth than is
common in lesser BMWs. And I particularly like the stylish reminder of its heritage: a subtle
stitching on the leather-wrapped steering wheel, three-toned in M Motorsport red, blue and
mauve. Note, for instance, the car's laudably quick slalom speed of Indeed, our Road Test
Editor Kim Reynolds found the car very controllable in its transitions from gate to gate,
hampered only a bit by gearing that gave him too much throttle sensitivity in third and too little
in fourth. And the CSi circled our skidpad at a steady-state 0. Reynolds reported mild
understeer, very good controllability and a high fun factor. Apparently he found this big coupe
as tossable in the dry as I did in the wet. Both of Kim's evaluations, by the way, were done with
All Season Traction in its off position. Braking gave no such option and none required, what
with the CSi's ABS performing splendidly: Kim's "panic" stops were utterly misnamed in this
case, mph in feet and in , with the least bit of drama imaginable. And, despite the car's healthy
test weight, the brakes exhibited no fade whatsoever in our extremely rigorous six-stops-from
routine. In our road experiences, the brakes were equally superlative, with or without weather.
So what sets the CSi apart from other European supercoupes? On the other hand, cars of this
level are acquired and should be appreciated for their unique spirits, not for their comparable
features of performance, luxury or style. Sporty and capable, like a Porsche. Luxurious and
capable, like a Mercedes-Benz. Yet unlike either of these. Maybe its most serious competitors
are others in the BMW 8 Series line. When we evaluated the original i back in June , we said it
was up to someone to take its canvas and to paint in dazzling reds and sunburst yellows. Join
Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the
Perfect Race-Car Driver. The Nineties. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From First Drives. So my dream of the classic Ferrari has moved on to
more recent, affordable models. The problem? Well, I think the CSi is probably one of the best
reasonable Ferrari replacements. But is it less money? This version of the car currently with
original miles on it has a very interesting background. It is believed to have originally been
owned by Baseball player Ken Griffey Jr. Ken is a fairly big guy and fitting in the car was a bit
difficult. He maintained the car religiously, as did the previous and the following two owners Mr.
Patterson and Mr. Adrian Von Hooydonk. They invited our entire team to help promote the
coming of the new BMW 8-series. In the past three years, the classic BMW 8-series has
appreciated several times over due to all the advertising and promotion it has received, making
it a more attractive car for collectors and enthusiasts; and it continues to still do so. All the

owners if this car have been enthusiasts and taken care of it like they would their own child. As
a result, the car drives, looks and feels like a nearly new car. The car comes with a multi-inch
binder of service records and history. It is currently for sale with a clean and accident-free
California title, recent smog and repair services. All scheduled maintenance have been
performed, as well as any repairs needed over the course of its 26 years of life. Pre-Purchase
inspections are welcome. A film about this car will shortly be posted here. For all my previous
CSi films, please visit cartiologyfils. But back then? That was nearly the price of three M3s. Only
were imported to the US
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, making each one very special â€” and seldom do they come cheap. Great looking car in white.
Yeah, I knowâ€¦. That is a truly insane asking price for this car! Not for me. Enter your email
address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post public classified advertisements. As a practice
we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the listing for future reference. If you would like
additional attribution for your work, or wish to remove your listing from our site, we are happy
to accommodate. Please email us: germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not
represent these vehicles and our opinion on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are
not responsible for these items in any way. Estimates on price and values expressed in our
posts are solely the opinion of the writers. Thank you for your understanding. Fstntq April 6, at
am. Greg April 6, at pm. Thomas Graziano MD April 10, at pm. Ricky Weston April 13, at pm.
Search for: Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we promise!

